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Let me start by telling you a few things about me so that

you have some sense of where I am coming from.  My

undergraduate degree isn’t in planning, or economics or

anything directly related to what I do today.  My

undergrad is in secondary education. When I got out of

school, I was an English teacher.  

Fast forward 10 years, I ended up as a consulting planner

for a series of big firms.  One of the specializations that I

developed early on was public engagement, and I

approached public engagement differently because of

my teaching background.  The Big Thing in education

when I was coming up was small group cooperative

learning, which is a method for creating structured

activities that help groups of students make sense of

complex information by working with it directly, with

minimal teacher intervention.  I still think that if you want

to learn something, really learn it, this is the way to do it.

  

So when I started doing public engagement, I drew on

that experience to create activities where groups of

residents work out solutions to tough challenges

together, professionals and residents alike.  I still do it this

way.  

At the same time, I am the mother of two kids, and I have

been a working mother for pretty much all of their lives. 

That means that for about 20 years I had littlespare time

for anything and I end up doing things like writing

presentations in parking lots outside of jazz band

practice. A lot. As a result of that, I became a pretty avid

tech adopter –not because of the gee whiz, but because it

helped me manage the chaos of my life better.  From early

on, I fought to include technology in my work with the

public, in urban planning and in economic development,

for a simple reason: to do the job better. And not go nuts.

Who is this?



Why is online
engagement so
important?

A wider range of people who need to be part of the

discussion, 

More complicated decisions to make, and 

More demands on that traditional meeting time

window.  

The COVID-19 pandemic forced many of us to ,make

some first attempts at online public engagement

because the lockdowns gave us few choices.  But we

should have made that switch long ago.  Why?

We have a 19th-century model of public engagement. 

When everyone worked on a farm, and public choices

were pretty simple, and it was only the adult white

males whose opinion we cared about, which leaves lots

of hands to get the chores done while he goes to the

town hall, then a 6:00 PM public meeting was the best

way we had available to us to make democratic

decisions.  

But today we have 

If you work many kinds of jobs, go to school, take care

of a family, or simply cannot move yourself to the

meeting space or speak and be understood in a public

setting, that 6 PM meeting might as well be at

midnight.  

On Mars. 

It’s simply out of reach.



But is this the way
to do it?

You put up a comment page, or a Facebook page, or

something to “get their feedback.”  What happens?  

I mentioned before that people often don’t show up to public

meetings because their work, family or personal situation

prevent them from doing so.  The other reason that they don’t

show up is because too often, we have let this guy dominate

the microphone. 

You don’t have to be too oversensitive to decide that a “public

forum” that allows a few people to flaunt their closed-

mindedness, judgmental-ness or just plain craziness is not a

room that you want to hang out in.  Not only is it

uncomfortable, but it’s a waste of the time you could have

spent working, parenting, or doing something else more

productive.  

It’s the same way online. – why would I spend my time here

when I can find something more rewarding and less icky to do

somewhere else?

The problem with social media, or any kind of open-ended

commenting, is that you can’t set your public engagement up

for success.  You have no tools for keeping the feedback on

track, keeping it constructive and relevant, let alone civil.  

And what happens then?

Both you and the majority of your citizens conclude that online

public engagement is where That Guy hangs out.  And neither

you or they want to be there.  That Guy might be happy with his

ability to command the podium, but no one else is.  

And the majority of the people that you really needed to hear

from…

Quietly slip away.



Instead, what we
need to do is  this

A teacher doesn’t just put a book on a kid’s desk and say

“Figure out the laws of physics.  Test on Friday.”  

A teacher devises a logical progression of activities whose

purpose is to help the student make sense of and gain

mastery of the information.  A few geniuses might be able

to ace the test after just reading the chapter, but most

students need active teaching.  The results are the

student’s work, but the teacher has formed the process by

which the student came to understand the subject.

The teacher, then, is channeling the student’s experience

– establishing outcomes and guiding their efforts into the

most productive paths of action. The teacher is kind of

like the banks on a river – the teacher sets the direction

and the process that helps shape the raw materials so that

they produce useful results.  

The most insightful, most useful, most constructive

and most personally rewarding approach, then, is to

channel the public's basic desire to make their

community better into well-designed processes that

help them make the public decisions better while they

can still be improved.  And actually use the brain

power and the passion and the care that they bring to

actually illuminate the process, not just breed

frustration.  

Water overflowing a river’s banks wastes its energy going

in all directions, but water running through a turbine can

power a city.



The basic decision: 
Tell, Ask, Discuss,
Decide

Ths Short Shot is about developing online methods

for public participation, but as we saw a couple of

pages ago, the reason why so many online public

engagement experiences suck is because so many

of our real life public participation efforts suck.  Way

too often, we just move the same 19th-century,

elitist, uncomfortable, intimidating, ugly, anxiety-

producing and generally useless methods online. 

 Except instead of a microphone in front of a lot of

angry staring people and a tight time limit, we give

them a comment box and maybe some response

buttons so they can flame their neighbor.  

That's not the only possible way, and it shouldn't be the

only way we know.  But too often, it is, and it is.  

The simplest way to explain the options that I have found

in a couple of decades is to focus on what we want to do

with the public: Tell, Ask, Discuss, or Decide.  If we're

going to look at doing truly effective and constructive

public engagement, and not just recreating the misery

we're used to, we need to start by understanding these

basic options.  

 



Telling 

Telling and Asking is what most of us are used to doing in

public meetings.  It's what we do almost all the time

It's what we do way too much.  

Telling is when the purpose of the public engagement is to

Tell the public stuff.  Here's a new building that's going to

go up in your neighborhood.  Here's a highway that we're

going to build between your house and the waterfront. 

 Here's a new zoning code with a lot of weird words you

don't understand. 

Telling sucks, on a whole lot of levels.  First, we usually Tell

people about the project after all the key decisions are

made.  No wonder they're mad.  Second, Telling is about

the least user-friendly way to share information we can

come up with.  Education research shows that people

retain less information, and have less ability to use that

information, when it's presented verbally than pretty much

any other way. 

So they're not just refusing to go along with what you're

Telling because you're mad (of course they are).  They're

also not going along with it because you've made it nearly

impossible for them to internalize and work with the

information because of how you have presented it.  Telling

basically sets you up for communications failure and really

ugly confrontations.  



Asking

Asking is almost as lousy and useless as Telling, and it

might even be more destructive of any kind of community

trust in the process, because it's sneakier.  It gives the

impression that the decision-makers care what the people

have to say, but as they often find out quickly, little of what

they respond to that Asking actually gets heard.  No

wonder they decide not to trust us next time.  

Asking also gets identified as "gathering feedback, "having

a listening session," "filling out a survey" and a lot of other

things.  A lot of times, there's a lot of ideas flying around,

and there's cool activities, and there's energy and

enthusiasm and maybe...maybe... even hope.  Maybe this

time they'll actually listen to what we said.  

But Asking and listening aren't the same thing, and way too

often we Ask without having any robust way to internalize

what they people we Asked are telling us.  So we cherry-

pick a few comments we like, or we make fancy charts of

the survey results and ignore them when we get done with

that part of the project and on to the cool designing stuff

part.  Or we sit stoically while they pour out, facng their

fears and hopes like blank walls in the name of being

"impartial," and...then go do what we were planning to do

anyways. 

Asking without placing a high priority on using and

working with and learning from what the public told us

deepens their distrust even more than Telling does,

because it led them to the hope that their experiences

would matter.  When it doesn't that simply reinforces the

distrust and deepens the belief that it's all a scam.  What

many of us face in our communities today is the results of

two to three generations of Telling and Asking.  And the

results are not at all pretty.  



Discussing and Deciding are rare in public engagement,

online or off.  And that's in part because they're hard. They

take more time than a Town Hall or a "Listening Session,"

they take more event planning than an open microphone

yelling session, and it can take years of work to rebuild the

community trust that's been destroyed by years of Telling

and Asking.

Discussing and Deciding are also hard because they

require Us, the Experts, to take a seat with the community,

instead of in frost of them.  Expert-ness assumes that I, the

Expert, have all the answers and should be listened to, but

not questioned.  Discussing and Deciding are built on the

assumption that everyone involved brings something

important to the table - some kind of local knowledge, the

outsider's perspective that allows them to see mistaken

assumptions, experience in another area of work that

might be useful here, etc.

And that means that we have to take our Expert-ness, our

expectation of being the top dog, our ego and our hubris,

and put them in the corner.  Discussing requires being

humble enough to discuss, and for some of us, that's a

very difficult ask.

But Discussing and Deciding are also the  processes that

are most likely to result in satisfied people, from neighbors

to elected officials.  More importantly, they're the most

likely to develop solutions that balance real-world

complex needs and avoid the unintended consequences

that too many plans and projects create by not

incorporating the experience of the people who live that

experience daily.  

Discussing and
Deciding



Discussing

Discussing means sharing in the formation of ideas among

several people -- residents, developers, city planners,

councilmembers, Big Shots, high school kids, immigrants,

you name it.  Discussion is sharing ideas, exploring them,

critiquing them, recombining them, and learning from

them. Discussion can be very valuable and very insightful --

if it's managed well.  If it's not managed well, it can lead to a

lot of misunderstanding and anger.   

Good public discussions are usually moderated by

someone whose job it is to keep the Discussing on track

and along the lines of what everyone came there to talk

about.  Good public discussions are governed by clear

Ground Rules, which help everyone know what kind of

behavior is OK and not OK. Discussing is not the same as a

high school debate; the point isn't to "win," but to learn and

explore an issue together.  

This learning and exploring part is also the downside to

Discussing.  There are about a dozens methods for public

Discussing, largely addressed under the academic

discipline of Dialogue and Deliberation, and these methods

can be used to create really energizing and enlightening

discussions.  But very often the purpose  of the Discussing

that these methods create can appear to be the discussion

itself.  And for people who are trying to solve a problem,

Discussing can lead to an unresolved, frustrating

experience that feels like a waste of their time.    Discussing

can lead to shared conclusions, but it doesn't always, and if

participants don't feel like their work is going to inform

anything, actually make a difference in anything, they may

end up nearly as frustrated as with Telling and Asking



Deciding is the Excalibur, the Holy Grail, the mountaintop

of public engagement.  Deciding is what those guys at the

Acropolis in Democratic Athens did (although"those guys"

only included adult men who weren't slaves or otherwise

on the outs with the power structure, so take that as you

will). Deciding means that the collective of people actually

make the decisions as to what will be done or not done,

what will get built or not built.   Not surprisingly, it's often

hard to do Deciding in public engagement, which is why

we have a habit of electing people to do the decision-

making for us.  

Rght now, use of Deciding in public participaion is most

frequently found in Participatory Budgeting, which sets

aside a portion of a local budget and empowers a group of

community members to decide how to use that money.  

 But with increased use of simulation and computer

visualization, it's becoming easier for members of the public

to play a more direct role in understanding and Deciding

how public resources should be used.  

Some online public engagement platforms use budget and

policy simulations to learn how people would Decide if

they were directly responsible for budgets and decisions. 

 These experiences approximate a kind of Deciding,

although it's not the same as being directly responsible for

where the money will be spent.   

As we discussed in Discussing, making that possible

requires that the people who are used to being The Experts

give up some of their Expert eliteness and accept the

participation of others who might not see the same way

they do, and may be increasingly less likely to defer.  As

with a lot of things, the biggest challenge to Deciding may

be human, not technical.  

Deciding



Types of online
public engagement
tools

People still sometimes assume that you have to

build a public engagement web site from scratch,

but that’s seldom the case anymore.  Just like

having a tailor make it from scratch is not the only

way to get a suit or a dress, both off-the-rack and

premade-but-altered-to-exactly-fit-you options are

now available.  We can generally group the options

as “App” providers or semi-customized outfits, and

there's a lot more of the first than the second 

An App provider gives you either a single piece of

software or a suite of apps designed to work

together.  Think of an app as a piece of software

designed to do a specific task, like Microsoft Word

or Yelp.  You can’t write a memo on Yelp because

it’s not made to do that.  It’s an app that's designed

for a different purpose.

 You can think of a semi-customized approach as

like an internet Lego set: a whole bunch of different

components that can be swapped in and out to fit a

particular situation.  These often tend to use open

source code, which gives them access to a lot more

options. 



But how to choose?

As a quick internet search will show you, there are a lot

of choices out there.  A whole lot.  

Some communities don’t realize that different apps

labelled “public engagement” do very different things,

and they pick the one that they find first, or that they

heard of at a conference, or that looked really cool

when the town next door used it for their project.

But picking the wrong online participation tool is like

trying to fix the brakes on your car with a hammer. 

You can certainly do something, and you might even

get lucky and do something that sort of works, but you

will probably end up working a lot harder for a less

satisfactory result than if you had just picked the right

tool in the first place.  

Plus, you might hurt yourself or someone else… or at

least find yourself saying words that you wouldn’t

want your grandmother to hear.

If you are clear on whether your intent is to Tell, Ask,

Discuss or Decide, then it will become easier to see

which online public participation strategies best meet

your objectives.  The next few pages give you some

additional considerations to keep in mind.  



Will it work well on
mobile?

Use of phones and mobile devices to access the

internet is exploding – and this is where the most

intensive growth in internet usage among lower

income and elderly persons is happening as well.  

If your online engagement tools don’t run well on a

smart phone and a tablet, you are likely to be missing

a significant portion of your community – and

especially those who don’t have, can’t use or don’t

want to use a conventional computer.  Your online

public participation platform should appear

differently on a mobile device than on your laptop

screen, typically with less text and more buttons and

graphics.  If it doesn't, then the tiny text and hard-to

navigate graphics may push people away before

they have even started. Most experienced online

experience providers will know how to do this, but

make sure it's part of the design.  

In very isolated or disadvantaged communities,

platforms that use SMS messaging (texting)  play a

crucial  role in connecting with residents.  SMS works

when internet access is dicey, and it doesn't use up

the data limitations that pay-as-you-go-phones often

impose.  SMS engagement requires a very different

approach because it appears to the user as a one-to-

one connection, rather than a clearly public activity,

and this requires some careful design of wording to

make sure the public aspect of their responses are

appropriately understood and respected.    



Part of the reason why people avoid public

participation, online or in real life, is because they

don’t feel like their opinions matter.  Too often,

people conclude from a public meeting process

that the agency was just going through the

motions, that no one actually cared or intended to

do anything useful with the comments that they

provided.  

Try to avoid transferring that belief to the online

experience.  

Instead, look for tools that will help participants

interact with each other constructively.  Can people

support others’ ideas?  Can they elaborate or add

onto them? Can the ideas with the most support

bubble to the top?  How many different ways can

they participate?  

Of course, you as staff or a consultant might not

always have the choice to do as much Disussing

and Deciding as you'd prefer. If your hands are tied

to Telling and Asking, make sure that the project

description and process explains as clearly and

honestly as possible exactly how and why public

feedback is being gathered and how it will be used.

How easy will it be
for your public to
use it?



Even if you yourself don’t use social media

platforms like Facebook or Twitter, rest assured

that many of your residents – and especially the

ones who aren’t showing up to your meetings –

are.  For people of all ages, incomes, ethnicities,

etc. social media tools have become the go-to

resource for sharing what’s important to them with

the people they care about.  

Social media tools need to be integrated on several

levels, from sharing the whole site to sharing

specific comments.  When you place a social

media link, you are asking people to make a

personal endorsement, so it’s crucial to be very

careful to give people as much flexibility in what

they share as possible.  Otherwise they may not

share anything.  

There’s about a hundred different social media

platforms, but you probably need to only highlight

the three or four that are most used by the

populations you want to reach. An older

population may default to Facebook, but if you’re

trying to engage young people you may be better

off with Twitter or Snapchat.  Don’t know which

ones?  Start asking people… and look at where the

people you want to reach are talking.

How easy does the
tool make it to
spread the word?



As I discussed before, some providers create apps,

which others create semi-customizable platforms

and some still build pages from scratch.  There is a

trade-off to be negotiated: how much do you want

or need to be able to get into the guts of the

platform, and how much of that kind of control do

you have the technical capacity and time to mess

with?

With a lot of open-source platforms (think

Wordpress), I as the user can upload new

information and edit the content, andI can even

change the headings and color if I feel like it.  I

can’t do that myself with most of the other app-

based tools  -- the number of options I can select or

preferences I can adjust is  pretty limited. 

If someone on staff has some technical chops, it

migth be useful to be able to adjust the site

directly.  But not everyone wants to spend the time

on it, or has the technical know-how to do it. 

And that’s OK.  For a lot of communities, less

control and responsibility might be better than too

much.

How much control
will you have?  How
much can you
handle?



Some platforms  ask for enough information to

pinpoint your location on a map.  Other tools

will let you participate with little more than an

email address.  As with many things on the

internet, there is a privacy/control tension to be

navigated here, and a level of personal

information that is rejected as too much to ask

for in one community may be perfectly

acceptable in another.  

Do make sure that the provider you use asks for  

the user’s birth year – there are federal laws

governing online activities on the part of people

under 13 years old that you probably don’t want

to tangle with.  In general, it is preferable to

require people to register with their real name,

instead of a screen name or avatar, but that can

be hard to enforce.  In general, the looser the

requirements you are putting on the user to

identify themselves, the more you should stick

to structured questions and avoid open-ended

comment that give the anonymous user cover

to behave badly.

Also, make certain that your provider includes

the ability to block people who are crude or

abusive or do something illegal or unethical. 

That’s a stick that you want to wield sparingly,

or else you will be accused of censorship.  But

you need to have that option.

How much will you
know about who is
participating?



Data analysis can take a lot of forms.  As

part of choosing the correct tool to align

with your objectives, you need to make

certain that the site will generate the

types of data you need, and allow you to

work with that data the way you need to. 

 If a program-generated infographic will

do the job and appeal to your users, look

for a platform that spits out a high quality

infographic (this is also beneficial if you

want the to look professional and not like

it came out of the default Excel settings.   

If you want to be able to run your own

statistical analyses, make certain that the

tool will let you download the data as a

CSV or Excel file.

In either case, make sure that the output

time stamps the resuts, especially if the

information-gathering process isn't being

closed at that moment.  And make sure

you archive the full data set - you never

know when you will need it.  

How do we get our
data out of it?



One of the biggest benefits of online public

engagement is that it significantly lowers the

barriers to participation for people who are

disabled or for whom spoken English is difficult,

such as people who commonly speak another

language or who are on the autistic spectrum.  

But website designers who are not thinking

about access issues often make subtle

mistakes that many of us would not notice,

but which can prevent participation and

understanding for some users.  For

example, a photo that does not have a text

explanation embedded in the code can

create confusion for someone who is using

text-to-speech software.  

Automatic translation tools, like the Google

Translate widget, are critical for

participation by people who speak other

languages, but if it is going to be

extensively used, it’s important to check the

translation with a fluent speaker of the

language to make sure it’s not coming

through garbled. If it's not coming through

well, consider the small cost of a proper

translation.  

How does it help people
with disabilities (or who
speak other languages)
participate?



As I noted at the beginning , there are at least a dozen

providers of online engagement tools today, and new

ones emerge regularly.  Just like you would review the

credentials of a consultant, you need to have a very deep

understanding of a potential provider’s uses, approach,

perspective and capacity before you give them your

money.  

Some providers have a  large staff, some have one

person.  Some have a long list of client references, some

are too new to be able to point to much experience. 

Some are set up as a software purchase model, while

others provide you with a subscription. Which approach

is right for you depends on your objectives, your budget,

your project and your people.

One of the questions I always ask is, “What made you

decide to create this product?”  The answer to that gives

you a key insight into what that particular tool is set up to

do.  A product developed by planners in response to a

need to do better public engagement around a

comprehensive plan has a very different approach than

one developed by an architect to do charrettes, and both

of those will differ substantially from the product

developed by the former zoning commission member to

make it easier to stay out of legal trouble.  

That’s not to say that there is a wrong or right approach.  It

is to say that the basic, underlying assumptions and

perspective that led to development of the product will

have a huge impact on what the product does – and what

it doesn’t do.

How stable is the
company?



Walk away with this, if nothing else. 

Online public engagement tools can help us

do our jobs and do better by our

communities.  But they’re just a tool.  

You can have the prettiest web site, the most

awesome doodads, but if people don’t get

invited to participate -- truly and sincerely

invited, and invited in a way that they actually

get  the invitation (read: a legal notice in the

paper doesn’t cut it), then the very best web

site will be no more than a waste of time and

money.  

People want deeply to be on the team.  Let

them know that they can be on the team. 

More importantly, make sure they know that

you want them to be on the team.  They may

not believe you at first – they have heard a lot

of insincere junk before – but keep telling

them that.  

You’re building a championship dynasty, and

that online public engagement platform is

just one of the foundational drills.  

The strength of the team is always going to

be its players.

One thing more
matters….



Check out wisefoolpressbooks.com

for more books, Short Shots and

written goodness.

Go to wiseeconomy.com for video

interviews, blogdom and the Big

Picture.

And drop by dellarucker.com for in-

personal and online speaking and

workshops.  
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